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Abstract. In this contribution, we examine the development
of radio technology before 1921 and the emergence of the
broadcasting concept during the World War I. We consider
in detail the experiments in the transmitter stations located in
Eberswalde and Königs Wusterhausen and numerous sources
in order to assess the importance of their work. We also
discuss the question of whether the medium of broadcast-
ing (“Rundfunk”) started in Germany (or even in Europe)
100 years ago in one of these transmitter stations.

1 Introduction

On 11 November 1918, World War I ended after 1994 d
and approximately 20 million soldiers and civilians died.
Not only was it a war with weapons of a new quality, but
new types of electrical communication systems were also de-
ployed. In addition to the established wired communication
technologies telegraphy and telephony, wireless communica-
tion systems were also successfully used for the first time in
a great war (Maier, 2019). The Allied view that their own
tube-based telegraphy and telephone systems became one of
the most important factors in their ultimate victory by the end
of World War I (Lavine, 1921). This is most likely a realis-
tic interpretation of technical superiority of the Allies in the
field of communication.

Before World War I, however, wireless telegraphy in Ger-
many was comparable to wireless telegraphy in Great Britain
and the United States, and German industrial companies
were (world) market leaders in wireless telephony. In par-
ticular, C. Lorenz AG used patents for an electric arc trans-
mitter of the Danish engineer Valdemar Poulsen and for an
improved rotating high frequency machine of the German

Rudolf Goldschmidt of TH Darmstadt in order to investigate
and further develop wireless telephony. For this purpose, C.
Lorenz AG has set up an experimental station for electric arc
transmitters in Eberswalde. Lorenz also set up a commer-
cial station for their rotating high frequency machines in Eil-
vese near Hanover (HOMAG, 1919) while Telefunken oper-
ated one in Nauen (Telefunken Transradio, 1920). The Eber-
swalde station became crucial to the development of wire-
less telephony in the Imperial Navy. However, when World
War I began, this technology was not used because it could
be secretly monitored. The German Imperial Army built its
own telegraph station in Königs Wusterhausen, which was in
operation for military purposes from 1915 until the end of
World War I.

After the end of World War I, wireless communication
was no longer necessary for extensive military applications.
However, the military and navy of all warring countries have
been major customers for companies designing and manu-
facturing equipment for wireless transmitters and receivers.
Therefore, companies were interested in new applications of
communication technology previously used exclusively for
the war. This led to the “radio” as a new communication me-
dia (in Germany “Rundfunk”, Lerg, 1963, p. 20), that dis-
tributed or broadcasted voice information and music instead
of point-to-point communication. In Germany, the situation
was made even more difficult because the abdication of Wil-
helm II caused plenty of confusion until a new constitution
for the Weimar Republic, which was in the process of being
built, was passed. Furthermore, there were various restric-
tions on the use of wireless technology due to the Versailles
Treaty.

We outline here historical concepts for wireless telephony
and describe the history of the transmitter stations in Eber-
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swalde and Königs Wusterhausen. We then will discuss in
detail developments in these stations after World War I.
In particular, we consider how inventions and broadcasting
events from these stations have influenced upcoming broad-
casting in Germany. It is emphasized that in this article we
are only considering the period up to approximately 1921,
since we are exploring whether the medium of broadcasting
in Germany had already started in one of these stations before
the official start of “Rundfunk” in Germany on October 29,
1923. For the history of the transmitter stations between 1921
and 1923, we refer to the literature (Suckow, 2008; Berger,
1998; Mathis, 2019).

2 First Technical Concepts for Wireless Telephony

Even before 1897, there were physicists and engineers study-
ing the application of electromagnetic waves that Heinrich
Hertz discovered in 1886–1887 (Hertz, 1892). However,
Marconi was the first to popularize these waves in wireless
telegraphy (Wolfschmidt, 2008). Adolf Slaby, professor of
electrical engineering at the TH Charlottenburg in Berlin,
was invited to Marconi’s experiments by William Preece, the
Engineer-in-Chief of the British General Post Office in Lon-
don. When he returned to Berlin, he reconstructed Marconi’s
transmitter and receiver, which may be interpreted as espi-
onage (König, 2007, p. 53). As early as 1897, Slaby demon-
strated Marconi’s wireless telegraphy to the German Kaiser
Wilhelm II (Schott, 1925, p. 34; König, 2007, p. 53; Stock,
2011, pp. 20–21). In 1899, the imperial German armed forces
began to experiment with wireless radio transmitters (Thiele,
1925, p. 219), using Ferdinand Braun’s concept of reso-
nance which led to a significant improvement in the range of
Marconi’s radio transmitters (Jentsch, 1904, pp. 77–80). In
1902, a first wireless telegraphy department was established
in the airship battalion (“Funkentelegraphenableitung” at the
“Luftschifferbatallion”) and in 1905, a wireless telegraphy
department was established in Telegraph Battalion 1 (Stock,
2011, p. 25).

The Hertz arrangement generates damped electromagnetic
waves and Marconi’s transmitter used this concept. The pos-
sibility of generating continuous electromagnetic waves was
discussed by the Irish physicist George Francis FitzGerald
as early as 1892 (FitzGerald, 1892). He mainly described
the use of dynamos and electrical machines for this pur-
pose. Based on this principle, several papers about the us-
age of spark-based generators of continuous electromagnetic
waves. In particular, the properties of a constantly burning
arc have been studied by William Ayrton and his wife Hertha
Ayrton. These studies pointed out that “negative resistance”
became a crucial issue (Ayrton, 1902; Thompson, 1896). Fur-
thermore, Hermann T. Simon (Simon, 1898) and later his
research group (Heinrich Barkhausen, Karl Willy Wagner,
Gertrud Lange) in Göttingen intensively examined the arc.

After wireless telegraphy with damped waves became a
useful communication medium alongside the wired telegra-
phy where information was transmitted in coded form from a
transmitter to a desired recipient, first ideas for implementing
wireless point-to-point telephony were seriously discussed
around 1905. A very promising method based on William
Du Bois Duddel’s research was developed by Danish en-
gineer Valdemar Poulsen (Poulsen, 1903). Duddel, a stu-
dent of William Ayrton at London Central Technical College,
showed experimentally that an arc may be used as negative
resistance to generate continuous acoustic waves (Duddel,
1900).

On Easter 1906, Count Georg von Arco and Eugen Nesper
from the Telefunken company had the opportunity to person-
ally inspect Poulsen’s innovative radio transmitter in Copen-
hagen. AEG’s managing director Emil Rathenau, a partner
in Telefunken, turned down Poulsen’s offer to buy his patent
rights. Rathenau believed that it was possible to circumvent
Poulsen’s patent with the help of Simon’s group in Göttin-
gen. It turned out he was wrong (Nesper, 1950, pp. 49–50).
Poulsen founded the Amalgamated Radio Telegraph Com-
pany Ltd. with a British investor, but after this company was
unsuccessful, C. Lorenz AG, who had been active in the tele-
phone business, took over Poulsen’s patent rights in 1908.
A department of wireless telegraphy was founded (Lorenz,
1930, pp. 197–227) where mobile transmitter stations for
the imperial army and for the imperial navy were developed
(Lorenz, 1930, p. 198). The now obsolete Braun-Marconi
stations of the Gesellschaft für drahtlose Telegraphie, Sys-
tem Telefunken, were replaced in 1909 by arc transmitters
based on the Poulsen principle operated by C. Lorenz AG
(Stock, 2011, p. 27).

The success of Lorenz caused economic problems for
Telefunken (König, 2007, p. 65). In 1908, Telefunken pre-
sented an alternative and successful concept with the spark
gap transmitter (“Löschfunkensender”) that was based on
ideas from Max Wien (Friedewald, 1999). In 1911, it be-
came clear that radio-gap transmission stations are more suit-
able for mobile military use than Lorenz-Poulsen transmis-
sion stations (Schott, 1925, p. 44).

In his 1892 paper, Already FitzGerald discussed the ap-
plication of rotating machines for the generation of con-
tinuous electromagnetic waves. However, Ernst Frederick
Werner Alexanderson was the first who developed such a ma-
chine which was used by Reginald Fessenden for his trans-
mitting sound by radio waves (Seitz, 1999). The high fre-
quency machine from Alexanderson had the disadvantage
that the number of rotations was very high. The concept from
Rudolf Goldschmidt therefore represented a significant im-
provement (Goldschmidt, 1907). Goldschmidt offered Tele-
funken the right to use his patent, but Georg Graf von Arco
refused (Nesper, 1950, p. 58) and developed his own con-
cept of a high frequency machine together with Alexander
Meißner (Meißner, 1953). Finally, the rights to use Gold-
schmidt’s patents were taken over by the C. Lorenz AG,
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which founded the Hochfrequenzmaschinen A.G. (HOMAG)
to exploit Goldschmidt’s patents (Nesper, 1950, pp. 58–62;
Herold, 2002, pp. 49–53).

3 Experimental Transmitter Station of the C. Lorenz
AG in Eberswalde

When Telefunken decided to reject the Poulsen transmitter
concept, several engineers left the company and joined the
department of wireless telegraphy of C. Lorenz AG (Nesper,
1950, pp. 54–55). Therefore, in 1906 Lorenz was able to start
the newly founded department with experienced engineers
such as Otto Scheller, Walter Hahnemann, and Eugen Nes-
per (Lorenz, 1930, pp. 197–199; Goebel, 1983). The wire-
less telegraphy department was placed at the Lorenz’s fac-
tory site in Berlin Elisabeth-Ufer 5/6 (Lorenz, 1930, p. 62).
First orders for Lorenz Poulsen broadcasting stations were
placed by the Imperial Navy. Therefore, this topic was clas-
sified as absolutely secret (Nesper, 1950, pp. 56–57) and se-
crecy was maintained until well after World War I (SEG,
1934). there was constant dispute in the laboratory (Nesper,
1950, pp. 63–64). Furthermore, on Lorenz’s Berlin factory
site was not suitable for any experiments with large antennas
that would have been necessary to achieve larger transmis-
sion ranges (Klawitter, 2002, p. 88). Therefore, Nesper, who
was responsible for naval orders, decided to set up an external
laboratory in Eberwalde to carry out military tasks (Nesper,
1950, p. 64).

Nesper negotiated with the mayor of Eberswalde about a
suitable (and inexpensive) area for the new laboratory. On
1 April 1909, took a lease on the 17 500 m2 “Bullenwiese”,
the former city meadow. (Berger, 1998, pp. 19–21). The con-
struction work began immediately. A 70 m high wooden lat-
tice mast according to de Forest’s concept (Nesper, 1921,
p. 169, 182) as a central antenna mast and 16 additional masts
at a distance of 117 m as well as several laboratory buildings
were erected. Finally, on 27 October 1909, the experimen-
tal station officially began operating. On 10 November 1909,
a construction worker reported the details about the station
in the newspaper “Berliner Lokalanzeiger” (Berger, 1998,
pp. 28–34). The station is shown in Fig. 1.

From then, Lorenz employees researched and developed
the details of the Lorenz-Poulsen transmitter and its prop-
erties regarding the transmission of speech with the electro-
magnetic waves generated by the transmitter. Robert Herzog
was the station manager and the station crew consisted of
the engineers C. L. Vrany, R. Hartenstein, Bräschke, and
a few others (Nesper, 1950, p. 64). Furthermore, before
Lorenz’s HOMAG transmitter station in Eilvese near Han-
nover was built in 1912, Goldschmidt’s high frequency ma-
chine was first installed in Eberswalde in 1910. In the Winter
of 1910/11, Prince Heinrich von Preussen visited Eberswalde
in order to inspect the new kind of high frequency machine
for the first time (Nesper, 1950, p. 65; Berger, 1998, pp. 45–

48). Furthermore, experiments were carried out with Hans
Rein’s multi-tone (“Vielton”) transmitter, a variant of the
spark-gap transmitter concept by von Lepel-Burstyn (Nes-
per, 1950, pp. 62–63; Berger, 1998, p. 49). In 1912, other
special applications of the Lorenz-Poulsen transmitter were
investigated in the Eberswalde station such as the use of high-
frequency electromagnetic high-power waves to melt metals
and the penetration of electromagnetic waves into human tis-
sue to generate internal heat (“diathermy”) for medical pur-
poses (Nesper, 1950, p. 63; Berger, 1998, p. 50). Perhaps the
best-known research result is a modulation device based on a
nonlinear inductance (“Pungs-Drossel”) developed for Gold-
schmidt’s high frequency machines by Leo Pungs in 1913
(Berger, 1998, p. 49; Nestel, 1983). Pungs explained later on:
“In these experiments the high frequency energy was modu-
lated by speech and music”. After World War I, he continued
his research on the Pungs-Drossel and used its for the modu-
lation of Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters (Pungs, 1913, 1961).

On 1 August 1914, at the beginning of the World War I,
the Eberswalde transmitting station was closed by the Impe-
rial Ministry of War, the antenna was connected to earth, and
the station was guarded day and night. On 1 August 1918,
only shortly before the end of World War I, was Lorenz’s sta-
tion in Eberwalde allowed to resume experiments for military
purposes (Berger, 1998, pp. 52–53). Further details may be
found in Mathis (2019) and the companion book of the exhi-
bition “Communication with Electrical Current: Telephone
and Broadcasting” in the museum in Eberswalde (Museum
Eberswalde, 2020).

4 Transmitter Station of the German Reichspost in
Königs Wusterhausen

Telefunken’s spark-gap transmitter proved to be more suit-
able for mobile military use (Schott, 1925, p. 44). Trials
with Telefunken’s mobile spark-gap transmitters (“Feldsta-
tionen”) showed that they were particularly suitable for mil-
itary use (Maier, 2019, pp. 40–41). These experiments also
took place in König Wusterhausen, among others (Suckow,
2008, p. 9). The intention for conducting these experiments
was to find a suitable place for the central radio station of the
German armed forces near Berlin. It was most important that
there was no interference of electromagnetic waves with the
large transmitter station in Nauen (see Fig. 3) and at the same
time an optimal transmission of waves. In contrast to the Ger-
man armed forces, the Imperial German Navy already oper-
ated its own wireless telegraph stations, e.g. in Bülk (Kiel)
and Arkona on the island of Rügen (Thurn, 1910). At the be-
ginning of World War I, transmitter stations such as “Nordde-
ich” and “Nauen”, which previously served civil communica-
tion purposes with ships, were now taken over by the Navy
(Claussen and Nanninga, 1957; Schott, 1925, p. 64). How-
ever, the commander of the army mainly considered the tele-
graph station at the Eiffel Tower in Paris as their model: “The
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Figure 1. Wireless Transmitter Station in Eberswalde (1918).

paramount importance of the Eiffel Tower station made the
construction of a large central station, which could direct and
mediate the transmission of information in the country during
a war desirable. Such a station was planned in Königswuster-
hausen” (Schott, 1925, pp. 63, 91). It appears that a blueprint
of the buildings for the 5th Military Unit (“Kompanie”) of the
Telegraph Battalion was completed in 1912 (Suckow, 2008,
p. 10), but the final decision to build the station in Königs
Wusterhausen was not made until 1 October 1913 (Schott,
1925, pp. 58–60; Manteuffel, 1998, p. 62). The army’s pro-
posal contained 1.5 million German Mark, although a large
broadcasting station cost only 400 000 German Mark at that
time (Schott, 1925, p. 63). The troop accommodation and the
associated buildings were built until the end of 1913, but con-
struction of the transmitter station was delayed with the be-
ginning of World War I, as many construction workers were
called up for military service (Manteuffel, 1998, pp. 62).

Cavalry captain (“Rittmeister”) Egbert von Lepel became
commander of the Königs Wusterhausen station, probably at
the beginning of the World War I. The station is shown in
Fig. 2. He was an expert in wireless telegraphy and was em-
ployed by the company for wireless telegraphy, System Tele-
funken (25 years Telefunken, p. 309) from 1904 to 1906. He
then invented a “device for generating rapid electrical oscil-
lations” (DRP 232174 in 1907 and US patent 1 043 117 in
1912 – filed in 1908), where he set up a company in Berlin
to manufacture transmitters based on his patent. He later sold
his rights to the patent to a British syndicate, which used it in
the US and other countries. In 1911, von Lepel received the
patent for the spark-gap transmitter (“Löschfunkensender”)
from the Imperial Patent Office and thus prevented Tele-
funken for obtaining a patent for it (The Times, 1911). Since

von Lepel was annoyed about the slow construction process
of the transmitter buildings in Königs Wusterhausen, he or-
dered the baracks for the wireless telegraphy equipment to be
built first (Suckow, 2008, pp. 10–11). Then he started exper-
imenting with a rotary gap transmitter and a simple antenna
consisting of a 150 m wire (Manteuffel, 1998, p. 63).

Work on the transmitter building began in August 1915
(Telefunken Zeitung, 1919, p. 35) and was certainly com-
pleted by the end of the year. It is known that the telegram
traffic between the transmitter station in Madrid-Carabanchel
(Telefunken Zeitung, 1912, p. 81–82) and the Norddeich
station was discontinued and that this service was taken
over on 9 January 1916 by the Königs Wusterhausen station
(Claussen and Nanninga, 1957, p. 20). However, the author
of an article in the Telefunken-Zeitung (first edition after the
World War I) from 1919 mentioned that the station opened its
service in April 1916 (Telefunken Zeitung, 1919) whereas
the Funkerberg museum in Königs Wusterhausen denoted
that the transmitter station opened at 15 June 1916 as “Zen-
tralfunkstelle des Heeres” (Suckow, 2008, p. 11).

With respect to the transmitter building, we can find the
following in the “Telefunken-Zeitung” (Telefunken Zeitung,
1919): “The purely external arrangement has also given the
station a special and characteristic appearance. Since it was
assumed that the station would be attacked by enemy planes,
the buildings are half set in the ground and the ceilings are
made of thick cement to make them bombproof. The same
applies to the power plant, that, in addition to water and air
cooling, had large fans built in for the crude oil engines,
which are also housed bombproof. Only the antenna tow-
ers could not be protected directly against air attacks” (Tele-
funken Zeitung, 1919; Thurn, 1920).
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Figure 2. Wireless Transmitter Station in Königs Wusterhausen (1930).

It is known that there were two spark-gap transmitters
from Telefunken and two Poulsen transmitters from C.
Lorenz AG in the Königs Wusterhausen transmitter station.
The outputs of the spark-gap transmitters are stated in litera-
ture as 70 and 5 kW, but there are different output values of
the Poulsen transmitters: (Telefunken Zeitung, 1919): 35 and
5 kW (Thurn, 1920; Suckow, 2008): 32 and 5 kW. (Gerlach,
1930): 32 and 10 kW. (Berger, 1998): 32 and 4 kW, Berger
quoted the values from an official letter in the files of the
Reichspost. Since the photographs of the two Poulsen trans-
mitters in Thurn (1920) and Gerlach (1930) differ signifi-
cantly, it is impossible to get a clear picture of the structure
of these transmitters in Königs Wusterhausen. An explana-
tion why two spark-gap transmitters and two Lorenz-Poulsen
transmitters were used may be found in an article paper by
Schott (Schott, 1925, p. 62): “The radio stations in the larger
fortresses were large radio stations with three receivers and
two transmitters. The combination of an undamped [Poulsen]
and a spark gap transmitter proved to be very advantageous.
An undamped system has the advantage of great tuning pre-
cision, so that the stations were easily able to avoid simulta-
neous traffic of other stations by choosing a wavelength that
differs by only a few percent. The spark-gap system pene-
trates more sharply and, in particular, is more independent of
atmospheric disturbances.” Some details about the antenna
system are also known: “The large L-antenna is in two sec-
tions, which may be used individually or together, on five
masts of 150 m each fixed height. There are also two smaller
T-antennas which may be switched separately or together”
(Telefunken Zeitung, 1919).

The transmitting station in Königs Wusterhausen was
given the station name “LP” (Strauß, 1925, p. 77), which re-
ferred to the station commander Egbert von Lepel. Probably

in April 1917, he had to leave Königs Wusterhausen and was
assigned to the High Command of the 1st Imperial Army on
the Western Front (Pressestelle, 1917), whose headquarters
were relocated to Rethel near Reims on April 12, 1917 (Cron,
1937, p. 79; Ludendorff, 1919, p. 325).

As mentioned above, Königs Wusterhausen served as the
central broadcasting station for the exchange of military in-
formation within Germany, but at the end of World War
I it sent military reports “to all stations” (“an alle”). On
4 November 1918, sailors of the Imperial Navy rebelled
against their naval officers, occupied this broadcasting sta-
tion (Dahl, 1978, p. 15), and the so-called November Revo-
lution began. The revolutionary workers’ and soldiers’ coun-
cils founded a Central Radio Committee ZFL (“Zentralfun-
kleitung”) that broadcast messages via the transmitter in
Königs Wusterhausen (Lerg, 1963, p. 49; Gilfillan, 2009,
p. 30). In Berlin, Wolff’s Telegraphic Bureau was occupied
by them to control information. However, the former radio
operators of the ZFL were unable to organize wireless tele-
phony in Germany that was independent of the government
or the Ministry of Post and Telegraphy (Lerg, 1963, pp. 45–
72; Gilfillan, 2009, p. 32). Hans Bredow later describes the
ZFL’s attempt to set up a government-independent system of
wireless telephone stations as “Funkerspuk” (which means
something like: spook of radio operators or specter of the ra-
dio operator (Gilfillan, 2009, p. 31; Hagen, 2005, pp. 67–68).
In the end, the newly established German Radio Commission
(“Reichsfunkkommission” (RFK)) was completely under the
control of the German Post Office (“Reichspostamt” (RPA))
and thus the Ministry of Post and Telegraphy. Finally, the
director of Telefunken, Hans Bredow, who had previously
worked as a consultant for the RFK, became president of
the RFK on 21 January 1919. On 1 March 1919, he became
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director of wireless telegraphs at the RPA (Soppe, 1976,
p. 123). This further development shows that the elections for
the National Assembly in Germany on 19 January 1919 also
marked the end of the influence of the workers’ and soldiers’
councils and that the large transmitter stations such as these
Nauen or Königs Wusterhausen were again in the hands of
the RPA.

5 Wireless Communication: Conversion from Military
to Civilian Application

The political controversy over wireless telegraphy proves
that it had the potential to be a major factor in the emerg-
ing German republic. Already in 16 January 1919 the RPA
formulated a memorandum about their position with respect
to the “Development and comprehensive design of wireless
telegraphy for general communications”. The RPA made it
clear that it claimed all wireless telegraphy equipment and
transmitter stations that were subordinate to other govern-
ment agencies during World War I, which, of course, aimed
at the military authorities (Lerg, 1963, pp. 73–76). After a
rather complicated political discussion, the German interim
government and its Prime Minister Philip Scheidemann con-
firmed the takeover of wireless telegraphy by the German
Post (Lerg, 1963, pp. 76–83). The director of the newly
formed department for wireless telegraphy was Hans Bre-
dow. That meant that the sovereign administration and the
operational administration were in one hand (Lerg, 1963,
p. 80).

Obviously, assigning a former director of the largest wire-
less telephony company in Germany wireless telephony was
problematic for the other companies, especially for C. Lorenz
AG. A lecture by Otto Betz, the senior manager of “Drahtlose
Übersee-Verkehr A.G.”, on the occasion of the Telefunken
exhibition about the development of wireless communication
during the World War I (Nairz, 1919), formulated concerns
of other wireless communication companies. He explained
that wireless communication is very useful for the press, as
it is possible to transmit information in all directions [with
respect to the transmitter] – a clear interpretation in terms
of broadcasting. In addition, he suggested that the opera-
tional management should be with a private company. The
C. Lorenz AG interpreted Betz’s lecture in such a way that
he meant Telefunken and wrote a protest note to the Ger-
man government, but received a meaningless response and
was referred to decisions of the new government (Lerg, 1963,
pp. 76–83). It must be emphasized, however, that there was
not yet a clear understanding of the use of wireless commu-
nications in the RPA. For example, Hermann Thurn, who has
been publishing as trainee of the German Post (“Ober-Post-
Praktikant”) about the latest developments in wireless teleg-
raphy already since 1910, discussed their application in the
field of commercial telegraphy and radio direction finding
in the article “The German wireless telegraphy in the World

War I” from 1919 (Thurn, 1919a). He also warned of severe
restrictions on wireless telegraphy for Germany in an upcom-
ing peace treaty. Even though wireless telephones could be
used for international communication, distribution to private
recipients is not addressed, instead he suggested that the ex-
change should take place between the large transmitting sta-
tions.

Indeed, the Versailles Treaty of 28 June 1919 contained
such restrictions and therefore the German military had to
abandon all of its large wireless telegraph and telephone sta-
tions (Thurn, 1919b). This was not a serious problem for
the experimental broadcasting station in Eberswalde, as it
was reopened at 1 August 1918 and returned to C. Lorenz
AG after the end of World War I. As former military radio
transmitter station, Königs Wusterhausen had to be separated
from the military so that the station could continue to operate
(Lembke, 1970, p. 102).

Little is known about the events in both broadcasting sta-
tions in 1919 and early 1920, but there is no doubt that
both Eberswalde and Königs Wusterhausen were active in
the field of wireless technology. Leo Pungs and Felix Gerth
had returned from the war to continue their work in Eber-
swalde. With the remaining team and under the direction
of Robert Herzog, they worked on improvements to wire-
less telephony with Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters. At the be-
ginning of 1919 the transmission was supposed to be inter-
rupted by the German War Ministry, but then the responsi-
bility changed to RPA and engineers of the C. Lorenz AG
were allowed to continue working on long wave and medium
wave (MW) transmission (Berger, 1998, p. 53). Pungs con-
tinued working again on his modulation device, developed in
1913 and implemented in a high-frequency machine trans-
mitter. Pungs and Gerth combined it with a Lorenz-Poulsen
transmitter (Pungs, 1923). As a result, the voice transmission
was improved significantly, whereby, as in 1913, music from
a gramophone was also transmitted in order to avoid the tire-
some speech test (Nesper, 1950, p. 58). Another important
step was the development of a new type of microphone that
did not have any disruptive resonances which were common
with the carbon microphones that were typically used for
wireless telephony at the time. Hans Harbich, a former en-
gineer from the C. Lorenz AG and Post Council at the time,
advised the managing director of the C. Lorenz AG, Robert
Held, that the “Kathodophon” would also be suitable for high
quality wireless telephony. This microphone was originally
developed by Joseph Masolle, Joseph Benedikt Engl and
Hans Vogt for the sound film and they founded a company to
develop their Tri-Ergon system. Lorenz supported their com-
pany and secured the use of the Kathodophon (Naber, 2006,
pp. 10–12). From 1921 this type of microphone was used for
transmissions with the Eberswalde transmitter (Berger, 1998,
pp. 57–60). The first public presentation of the Kathodophon
was given by Pungs in 1922 (Pungs, 1922).

After the revolutionary workers’and soldiers’ councils left
the transmitter in Königs Wusterhausen at the end of 1918,
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the technical team around its station manager Walter Mehle
was apparently more or less able to act independently. In
his autobiography Nesper mentioned that Mehle had trans-
mitted speech and music to him in Vienna with one of the
Lorenz Poulsen transmitters in January or February 1919. At
the repetition of this experiment on the occasion of a lecture
in Vienna in mid-March 1919 in front of 700 people (Nesper,
1950, p. 91), Nesper used a self-constructed 7-tube receiver
(“press receiver”). Urged by Ludendorff, he became direc-
tor of the local C. Lorenz AG branch in Vienna in July 1917
(Nesper, 1950, p. 80). Later on, Nesper informed Bredow
about his experiments and results and pointed out that the
transmitter stations in Königs Wusterhausen, Nauen, Eber-
swalde, and Eilvese (near Hanover) were ready to provide
“Telefony for all”, but Bredow did not seem interested (Nes-
per, 1950, pp. 91–92). Today, however, we know from the
RPA files that negotiations with C. Lorenz AG about the use
of the transmitter in Eberswalde were started in July 1919,
but failed due to the company’s high monetary demands
(Berger, 1998, p. 55).

On 27 September 1919, the Königs Wusterhausen station
was taken over by the RPA (Berger, 1998, p. 55; ETZ Mes-
sage, 1919). The future of the transmitter station in Königs
Wusterhausen was already determined in June 1920: Accord-
ing to a decision by the RPA, Königs Wusterhausen should be
be the transmitter station that should be supplied with signals
by cable from the central radio transmitter station in Berlin
(Thurn, 1920, p. 38). Later on, the Königs Wusterhausen
station was used in Bredow’s concept of a commercial
wireless business broadcast service (“drahtloser Wirtschafts-
Rundspruchdienst”). Bredow announced this service in his
URANIA lecture in 1919 (Lerg, 1963, pp. 93–96) and im-
plemented as a wireless telegraph service. The technical de-
tails of the implementation were described by Thurn (1921a).
Thurn also mentioned that [at the end of] 1919 and in coop-
eration with C. Lorenz AG, wireless telephony was success-
fully tested in Königs Wusterhausen. Wireless telephony had
the advantage that little knowledge was required to operate
the receivers. Although the broadcasting concept was charac-
terized very clearly (“Supply any number of receiving points
with messages by sending them once”) – denoted as “Rund-
funk” – entertainment broadcasting (“broadcasting for all”)
was not addressed. Broadcasting was understood exclusively
as a service for the economy.

The wireless transmission experiments were mainly aimed
at receiving stations of the RPA, since almost no private
persons had receiving devices. However, there were numer-
ous foreign broadcasters who sent confirmations to Königs
Wusterhausen (Mehle, 1955). On 22 December 1920 the fa-
mous “Christmas Concert” was sent, which was presented
by a group of musicians from Königs Wusterhausen, among
them the technician Erich Schwarzkopf (Funk, 1927), who
played the violin. A detailed description of the musicians
and the enthusiastic confirmations is included in (Suckow,
2008, pp. 19–21). On 1 February 1921 the former naval offi-

cer Hans Gerlach became the new station manager in Königs
Wusterhausen , and received the title of “Telegraph Director”
(Lembke, 1970, p. 105). He supported the transmission tests
of wireless telephony and the concerts (Gerlach, 1930). On
8 June 1921, the opera “Madam Butterfly” was transmitted
live from the Berlin State Opera. The legendary broadcast
was conducted by Postal Council W. Hahn (Schwarzkopf,
1924; Mehle, 1955; Suckow, 2008, p. 22).

For the transmission experiments described, a 4 kW
Lorenz-Poulsen transmitter with Pungs modulation device
was used, which the C. Lorenz AG supplied in addition to
the Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters already available in Königs
Wusterhausen (Gerlach, 1930). A Lorenz-Poulsen transmit-
ter is, however, very complicated to handle in operational use
(Weichart, 1997, pp. 202–203), which is why Friedrich We-
ichart describes it as a “stubborn donkey”. It is not suitable
for continuous operation and, moreover, it can only be oper-
ated sensibly with very long waves. Due to these challenges,
a Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters were not a sound technical ba-
sis for the broadcasting medium (“Rundfunk”). By the way,
Weichart developed the first tube transmitter in 1923, which
was used for the official opening of the medium broadcasting
(“Rundfunk”) in Germany on 29 October 1923 (Weichart,
1930). It was not easy to keep the Lorenz-Poulsen transmit-
ter in operation which is why the Lorenz employees Pungs
and Gerth were probably present at the Königs Wusterhausen
transmitter station at least during broadcasts.

6 From Wireless Telephony Experiments to the
Medium of “Broadcasting”

In the previous sections it was shown that systematic exper-
iments with wireless telephony in Germany were carried out
for the first time in the transmitter stations in Eberswalde and
in Königs Wusterhausen. Figure 3 shows that both stations
were located near Berlin. C. Lorenz AG worked on wireless
telephony and improvements Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters in
their experimental transmission station until the beginning of
World War I. The company continued this work immediately
after the end of the war and also carried out transmission ex-
periments with speech and music.

The Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters for the telegraph service
in the former military transmitter station in Königs Wuster-
hausen were also suitable for wireless telephony and once
the station was no longer strictly monitored by the authori-
ties, the station employees used this option at least occasion-
ally. With the official takeover of the transmitter station in
Königs Wusterhausen by the RPA, it again received a clear
mandate, namely to be the central station of a commercial
Germany-wide communication network. However, experi-
ments on wireless telephony were also carried out with the
idea in mind that this could later be useful for this communi-
cation network. Thanks to the station managers Mehle and
Gerlach, not only were technically justifiable experiments
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Figure 3. The Berlin area with the locations of wireless transmitter
stations.

carried out, but concerts were also broadcast. The Christmas
concert of December 1920 achieved wide recognition and in
the summer of 1921 even an opera event was transmitted,
containing elements of entertainment.

But can these activities in Eberswalde and Königs Wuster-
hausen be called the beginnings of the medium of broadcast-
ing? First of all, we have to emphasize that the idea of broad-
casting arose during World War I, although the first steps to-
wards broadcasting entertainment were taken before the war
(e.g. Reginald Fessenden (Kintner, 1932), Egbert von Lepel
(Star Tribune, 1909), Lee De Forest and Georg Seibt (de For-
est and Seibt, 1910) in the USA). The broadcasting of music
has also been discussed in US magazines for radio amateurs
(e.g. Marple, 1916). At the end of World War I, the broad-
casting concept was used by all warring sides for propaganda
purposes (Soppe, 1976, pp. 121–122). In the US, the conver-
sion of military to civil use of broadcasting was discussed as
well. In February 1919 “the development of the art of radio
telephony by the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany and the Western Electric Company” were discussed by
Craft and Colpitts who ran the two main suppliers of the Al-
lies’ military equipment, American Telephone an Telepgraph
Company and Western Electric Company. At the end of their
article (Craft and Colpitts, 1919), they enumerate three cases
of civilian applications and the third was described as: “A
third class of service is that which is concerned, not with sin-
gle individuals, but with groups; such service as the broad-
casting of news, time and weather signals, and warnings.
In some cases, a [former] disadvantage of radio telephony
[namely, not being secret] would be an advantage in this class
of applications”. It was therefore not surprising that Siegfried
Loewe, later head of a radio company in Berlin, described in
September 1920 what great opportunities radio amateurs in
the USA had compared to those in Germany. Loewe then also
developed his far-reaching ideas about the future of the radio

medium (Nesper, 1923, pp. 3–4). At the end of World War
I there were 4381 officers and 185 000 soldiers in the army
signal units (“Nachrichtentruppe”) who had the knowledge
to further pursue radio telephony (Beuttel, 1925; Lerg, 1963,
p. 43, pp. 85–91; Dahl, 1978, pp. 17–18; Gilfillan, 2009,
pp. 35–36).

The question still remains whether at least the beginning
of the broadcast medium in Germany can be located in Eber-
swalde and Königs Wusterhausen. Well-known technology
historian and radio communications expert Winfried Lerg
answered this question in 1994, which is so concise that it
should be reproduced here (Lerg, 1994):

The “Telephony Experiments” with experimen-
tally varied word, song and music performances
were subsequently described as “radio premieres”
by some participants and witnesses in memorial
contributions. In this case, the reasons for these
historical misinterpretations are to be found in the
fact that on the one hand the transmission is a
systematic premise of the mediation, and that, on
the other hand the formulation of the transmitted
(voices and tones) constitutes the formality of the
transmitted (word, music) at the same time. The
re-narration becomes an action without course in
which a crucial difference between the transmis-
sion structure “radio” (channel) and the transmis-
sion structure “broadcast” (medium) is overlooked.
In wireless telephony, the function of communi-
cators as well as recipients differ from those in
broadcasting. Experimental radio operators test the
transmission quality under changing conditions.
Feedback from colleagues in other test stations or
from amateurs is essential for the test result. These
in turn receive the test broadcasts – for pleasure or
for technical reasons –, check the reception qual-
ity under changing conditions and submit the re-
sults to test stations or other amateurs. In contrast,
the functions of communicators and recipients –
in the medium of broadcasting – are determined
completely differently. Thy mainly concern infor-
mative, opinion-forming, social and entertainment
purposes.

Winfried Lerg argued against statements such as “wire-
less telephony experiments in Eberswalde (“still in 1919”)
and in Königs Wusterhausen (“early in 1920”) represented
the first really successful experiments in the transmission of
speech and music, and thus the beginning of broadcasting
in Europe” (text of an exhibition brochure of the museum
Eberswalde 1993 cited in Lerg, 1994, p. 128) because “these
statements can neither be justified from the perspective of the
history of technology nor the history of broadcasting” (Lerg,
1994, p. 128). Furthermore, we have to emphasize that this
was not the beginning of broadcasting in Europe because the
first music broadcast took place on 6 November 1919, when
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the Dutch engineer Schotanus é Steringa Idzerda broadcast
as live concert a “Soiré Musical” from the Public House
in Scheveningen. The government of the Netherlands had
granted him an broadcasting license on 14 August 1919. His
broadcast was even received in parts of Scotland and the
south east of England (de Boer, 1969).

We have to add a few more statements about the role
of Hans Bredow, who, in 1928, was the first to popularize
the statement about “Königs Wusterhausen as the “cradle”
of broadcasting in Europe” (Bredow, 1928). It is known at
least since 1963, when the substantial monograph about the
history of broadcasting in Germany was published by Lerg
(1963), that Bredow’s statements about the development of
broadcasting in Germany must be viewed critically. A main
reason is that Bredow had, from the beginning of his pro-
fessional career, already sketched an advantageous picture
of himself in numerous articles and some books (Bredow,
1927, 1954, 1956). In these publications he presented his in-
tentions at the time with regard to broadcasting in a way that
does not readily stand up to a detailed historical analysis.
Unfortunately, this was not fully recognized before Lerg’s
monograph and is rarely discussed until now, at least in
the public media. With regard to the “difficulties” (Winfried
Lerg) in producing a consistent biographical assessment of
Hans Bredow, we would like to refer to some literature (Lerg,
1980; Ross, 1966; König, 2007, pp. 240–241). In this con-
text, we refer also to the statements made by Friedrich We-
ichart, who worked closely with Bredow in the early 1920s
(Weichart, 1997, p. 206). Detailed arguments may be found
in (Mathis, 2019) that Bredow as well as Georg Graf von
Arco avoided to mention achievements of C. Lorenz AG
whenever possible and, in particular, they never mentioned
the transmitter station in Eberswalde in their publications.

Finally, the further development of the transmitter stations
in Eberswalde and Königs Wusterhausen should be discussed
briefly. The employees of C. Lorenz AG in Eberswalde con-
tinued to work improving the Lorenz-Poulsen transmitter for
a while, focusing on the use of the “Kathodophon”. At the
beginning of January 1923, the increase in quality through
this microphone was demonstrated with the help of an or-
chestra made up of citizens of Eberswalde. Again, there were
numerous positive reactions from at home and abroad. When
the transmitter station in Eberswalde broadcast political news
about the military occupation of the Ruhr area, french au-
thorities disagreed and decided to transmit a jamming signal
from the Eiffel tower. This became known at least locally
as “The Spook of Eberswalde” (Berger, 1998, pp. 61–73).
Numerous concerts were presented by the Eberswalde or-
chestra, the last of which was reported in the newspaper on
11 January 1925 (Berger, 1998, p. 77). Probably, one of the
most interesting and successful concerts was a double trans-
mission to an event at Deutsches Museum (Munich), where
the sound of the transmission with the “Kathodophon” used
in Eberswalde and the one conducted with the carbon mi-
crophone used in Königs Wusterhausen were compared to

each other (Berger, 1998, p. 74). It finally turned out that
in broadcast technology the Reisz microphone was supe-
rior to the “Kathodophon” and the instability-prone Lorenz-
Poulsen transmitter was no serious competitor for the elec-
tron tube transmitters. Since the antenna system was opti-
mized for Lorenz-Poulsen transmitters, the transmitter sta-
tion quickly lost its importance when electron tube transmit-
ters were widely used. In the following years only a few ac-
tivities such as experiments with a new flight navigation sys-
tem (1927–1930) and later antenna measurements together
with the German Post (1930–1932) were carried out before
Lorenz left the station (Berger, 1998, pp. 90–91).

Obviously, the situation for the Königs Wusterhausen
transmitter station was very different. In addition to its
central function as the main RPA radio station within the
national business communication network, concerts were
also broadcast from Königs Wusterhausen (Suckow, 2008,
pp. 23–27). Furthermore, Königs Wusterhausen was pro-
vided with the latest electron tube transmitters (Thurn,
1921b), (Manteuffel, 1998, pp. 64–65). From July 1924,
Königs Wusterhausen was officially allowed to produce a
concert every sunday, which was even included in radio pro-
grams (e.g. “Der Deutsche Rundfunk”, p. 2528). The last
concert from Königs Wusterhausen was broadcast on 24 Jan-
uary 1926. In the same year, the transmitter station in Königs
Wusterhausen became the central transmitter station of the
newly established organisation “Deutsche Welle G.m.b.H.”
on 7 January 1926. This long wave (LW) transmitter could
be received throughout Germany and was therefore called
“Deutschlandsender”. This is why Königs Wusterhausen re-
mained a well-known name for “broadcasting in Germany”
(Suckow, 2008, pp. 33–34).

7 Conclusions

In this article, we examined the emergence of the new broad-
cast medium in Germany shortly after World War I. The most
important technical requirements for wireless telephony were
known as early as 1905 and the first transmitter concepts
were then implemented. Shortly before World War I, there
were already numerous “radio amateurs”, especially in the
USA, who established point-to-point connections with self-
built transmitters. First US magazines covering the use of the
new broadcasting medium for spreading news and entertain-
ing people were issued in the US. Business people like Hugo
Gernsback (Pichler, 2014), who emigrated from Austria to
the USA, offered components for building radio transmit-
ters and receivers. However, only a small group of enthusi-
asts were interested in this technology and its activities were
banned after the USA entered the war.

After World War I, the situation changed fundamentally. In
all countries involved in the war there were now companies
that had developed and manufactured radio technology for
military purposes and that had thereby achieved a significant
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market size. These companies were interested in a military
to civilian conversion because they lost a lot of sales mar-
kets due to the end of the war. On the other hand, there were
now tens of thousands of dismissed soldiers from the Army
Signal Corps (like in Germany the “Nachrichtentruppe”) of
these countries who had at least basic knowledge of radio
technology and thus had a certain relation with the topic. Af-
ter all, radio technology had developed in a breathtaking way
during World War I and was already at a remarkable level.
At the same time, the potential of the broadcasting was rec-
ognized as an approach for a new medium that was subse-
quently implemented in Europe and the USA.

The ways in which radio transmission was implemented
differed in the individual countries, which was due to how
strictly the legal regulations for the nationwide dissemination
of information were handled. In the US, radio amateurs and
corporations had a lot of freedom for private initiatives. For
this reason the medium of broadcasting was initially orga-
nized largely privately and not controlled by the government.
In Germany, on the other hand, radio technology was regu-
lated with the laws for post and telegraph services of 1892
(amended in 1908) (Nesper, 1923, p. 13) and thus the min-
istry responsible for post and telegraphy regulated the use of
radio technology.

This also explains the different assessment of the exper-
imental transmission attempts in the transmitter stations in
Eberswalde and Königs Wusterhausen. The former Tele-
funken manager Hans Bredow, responsible for radio technol-
ogy at RPA, did not want to establish broadcasting for enter-
taining purposes but wanted to set up a commercial network
for the telegraphic distribution (“telegraphic broadcasting”)
of business news, which also included the former military
transmitter station in Königs Wusterhausen. In this context,
wireless telephony experiments with a Lorenz-Poulsen trans-
mitter from the Eberswalde test station of C. Lorenz AG were
carried out. In this paper it was explained why these exper-
iments are neither about the technology of the later broad-
casting nor about the beginning of the broadcast medium.
It was not until late in 1923, after numerous interventions
by the industry and radio amateurs (Nesper, 1923, introduc-
tion, Nesper, 1950, pp. 98–109, Lerg, 1963, pp. 114–132,
Soppe, 1976), Bredow felt impelled to establish the medium
of broadcasting in Germany. However, in his numerous pub-
lications Bredow almost reversed the point of view, claiming
that he also initiated entertainment broadcasting in Germany.
Although this has been known for a long time, he is still re-
ferred to as the “father of broadcasting in Germany”. With-
out diminishing his undoubtedly existing achievements in the
technical and organizational construction of broadcasting in
Germany, one can at best describe him as one of the pioneers
of the new medium in Germany.
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